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RECOMMENDATIONS

For routine EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and lymph nodes (LN) ESGE recommends 25G or 22G needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation); fine needle aspiration (FNA) and fine needle biopsy (FNB) needles are equally recommended (high quality evidence, strong recommendation).

When the primary aim of sampling is to obtain a core tissue specimen, ESGE suggests using 19G FNA or FNB needles or 22G FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE recommends using 10-mL syringe suction for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with 25G or 22G FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and other types of needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests neutralizing residual negative pressure in the needle before withdrawing the needle from the target lesion (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE does not recommend for or against using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and suggests using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling with FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests fanning the needle throughout the lesion when sampling solid masses and LNs (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE equally recommends EUS-guided sampling with or without on-site cytologic evaluation (moderate quality evidence, strong recommendation). When on-site cytologic evaluation is unavailable, ESGE suggests performance of three to four needle passes with an FNA needle or two to three passes with an FNB needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

For diagnostic sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions without a solid component, ESGE suggests emptying the cyst with a single pass of a 22G or 19G needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation). For pancreatic cystic lesions with a solid component, ESGE suggests sampling of the solid component using the same technique as in the case of other solid lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE does not recommend antibiotic prophylaxis for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses or LNs (low quality evidence, strong recommendation), and suggests antibiotic prophylaxis with fluoroquinolones or beta-lactam antibiotics for EUS-guided sampling of cystic lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests that evaluation of tissue obtained by EUS-guided sampling should include histologic preparations (e.g., cell blocks and/or formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue fragments) and should not be limited to smear cytology (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE recommends using 10-mL syringe suction for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with 25G or 22G FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and other types of needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE does not recommend for or against using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and suggests using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling with FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests neutralizing residual negative pressure in the needle before withdrawing the needle from the target lesion (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE does not recommend for or against using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and suggests using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling with FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests fanning the needle throughout the lesion when sampling solid masses and LNs (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE equally recommends EUS-guided sampling with or without on-site cytologic evaluation (moderate quality evidence, strong recommendation). When on-site cytologic evaluation is unavailable, ESGE suggests performance of three to four needle passes with an FNA needle or two to three passes with an FNB needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

For diagnostic sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions without a solid component, ESGE suggests emptying the cyst with a single pass of a 22G or 19G needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation). For pancreatic cystic lesions with a solid component, ESGE suggests sampling of the solid component using the same technique as in the case of other solid lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE does not recommend antibiotic prophylaxis for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses or LNs (low quality evidence, strong recommendation), and suggests antibiotic prophylaxis with fluoroquinolones or beta-lactam antibiotics for EUS-guided sampling of cystic lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

ESGE suggests that evaluation of tissue obtained by EUS-guided sampling should include histologic preparations (e.g., cell blocks and/or formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue fragments) and should not be limited to smear cytology (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

Guideline focus

This Guideline from the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) focuses on technical aspects of endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS)-guided sampling in gastroenterology—the choice of needle, sampling technique, and specimen handling and processing—and updates the previous guideline on these topics published in 2012 [1]. The target audience for this Guideline is endoscopists who perform EUS-guided sampling. Indications, results, and clinical impact of EUS-guided sampling are addressed in a separate clinical Guideline from ESGE [2].

Guideline development process

ESGE commissioned this Guideline and appointed a Guideline leader (J.M.D.) who invited the listed authors to participate in the project development. The key questions were prepared by the coordinating team (M.P., J.M.D.) and then approved by the other members. The coordinating team formulated key questions and assigned them to task force subgroups (Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, available online-only).

Each task force performed a systematic literature search to prepare evidence-based and well-balanced statements on their assigned key questions. The literature search was performed in Medline through PubMed to identify new publications since
Outcomes used in studies on EUS-guided sampling techniques

Technical aspects of EUS-guided sampling have been evaluated in more than 40 RCTs [9-49], several meta-analyses [50–60], and numerous studies with lower quality evidence levels. These studies used a variety of outcomes that can be broadly divided into five categories: (i) diagnostic accuracy; (ii) safety; (iii) sample adequacy and quality; (iv) technical performance of the needle; and (v) costs (Table 2). Diagnostic accuracy is considered a surrogate outcome for patient-important outcomes and hence the most important outcome in studies evaluating diagnostic tests [55, 61]. Despite this fact, many studies did not evaluate accuracy and focused on outcomes related to sample adequacy and quality and to technical performance of the needle. These outcomes are inconsistently defined across the studies and their clinical significance is generally not well established. In addition, they are assessed using various nonvalidated scales and most likely subject to significant interobserver variability [62]. Adverse events are another patient-important outcome; however, none of the available RCTs was primarily designed and adequately powered to evaluate safety issues.

Limitations of the available evidence

Results of EUS-guided sampling may depend on numerous factors related to the target lesion, needle size and type, sampling technique, specimen handling and processing, and the endoscopographer and pathologist. These factors are often interrelated and it is hardly possible to disentangle their relative effects in studies that look at them in isolation. In addition, the high number of involved factors makes it impossible to evaluate all of their potential combinations in 2 × 2 RCTs. Most RCTs focus on sampling technique and there is a paucity of studies evaluating various methods of specimen handling and processing. The same holds true for studies evaluating issues related to costs of the procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Significance of the four levels of evidence quality according to Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) guidelines [4].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality level</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Available RCTs evaluated relatively small patient samples and were underpowered to detect small but clinically relevant differences in evaluated outcomes. Only two parallel-group RCTs included more than 100 patients per group [14, 47]. Only a few crossover RCTs evaluated more than 100 patients [20, 25, 39, 41, 44]. While a difference in accuracy for malignancy of 10% seems clinically significant, the studies were often designed to exclude a much larger difference of 15%–25% between groups [12, 14, 15, 17, 27, 30, 32, 34, 47]. Most studies included exclusively or predominantly patients with solid pancreatic masses; evidence on EUS-guided sampling of other target lesions is limited. The pathologists who assessed the samples were blinded to the type of needle and sampling technique used; however, the endosonographer was not, and hence bias from this source cannot be excluded. Standard of reference was predominantly based on clinical and imaging follow-up, and verification by surgical pathology was available in only a minority of patients. Needles from two manufacturers were used in most of the discussed RCTs (Tables S1–S5 and S7–S13, online-only in Supplementary material) and it is uncertain whether the results of these studies can be extrapolated to needles by other manufacturers. Finally, results from studies conducted at high volume centers by experts may not be generalizable to low volume centers and less experienced operators.

### Sampling of solid masses and lymph nodes

#### Choice of needle

**RECOMMENDATION**

For routine EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and lymph nodes (LNs) ESGE recommends 25G or 22G needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation); fine needle aspiration (FNA) and fine needle biopsy (FNB) needles are equally recommended (high quality evidence, strong recommendation). When the primary aim of sampling is to obtain a core tissue specimen, ESGE suggests using 19G FNA or FNB needles or 22G FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

#### Summary of evidence

**Needle type**

New needle types primarily designed to procure samples with preserved tissue architecture, suitable for histologic evaluation, have been introduced in recent years. These devices, here collectively referred to as FNB needles, feature either a special geometry of the cutting tip or a side-slot (core trap) at the needle distal portion (Table 3). Conventional needles without these refinements are here referred to as FNA needles. Needles with a side port (EZ-Shot 2/EZ-shot 3 with side port, Olympus) are considered to be FNA needles, because the nonbeveled side port is not designed to cut tissue [23].

Among the FNB needles, it is the reverse bevel needle (Pro-Core; Cook Medical) that has been evaluated most thoroughly. Evidence on other FNB needles, such as the fork-tip needle (SharkCore; Medtronic), Franseen-type needle (Acquire; Boston

---

**Table 2** Outcomes evaluated in randomized controlled trials on techniques of endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided sampling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome groups</th>
<th>Specific outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic accuracy</td>
<td>Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy for malignancy/neoplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Adverse event rate and severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample adequacy and quality</td>
<td>Proportion of samples adequate for cytologic evaluation/histologic evaluation/diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic yield of malignancy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of needle passes: to establish diagnosis/to obtain an adequate or diagnostic sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample cellularity/bloodiness/contamination with gastrointestinal tract cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of core tissue procurement, length/width of the core tissue specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle technical performance</td>
<td>Technical failure rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Needle visibility/maneuverability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease-of-puncture/rate of difficult puncture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Direct cost of the procedure, cost–effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The definition of diagnostic yield of malignancy varies considerably across the studies.
Table 3 Fine needle biopsy (FNB) needles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needle type (available gauge sizes), manufacturer</th>
<th>Key features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Echotip ProCore (19G, 22G, 25G), Cook Medical</td>
<td>Reverse bevel: modified Menghini-type needle with a beveled side-slot near the needle tip. Slot cutting edge directed backward to collect tissue during retrograde movement of the needle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echotip ProCore (20G), Cook Medical</td>
<td>Antegrade core trap: modified Menghini-type needle with a beveled side-slot near the needle tip. Slot cutting edge directed forward to cut tissue during antegrade movement of the needle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquire (22G, 25G), Boston Scientific</td>
<td>Fransen tip geometry: end-cutting needle with a crown-shaped distal tip including three symmetrical beveled cutting edges. No side-slot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scientific), or 20G FNB needle with antegrade core trap (ProCore 20G; Cook Medical) is limited [63–71]. The chronologically first FNB needle, the trucut biopsy needle (QuickCore; Cook Medical) is not manufactured anymore and will not be discussed here.

FNA vs. reverse bevel needles

A total of 13 RCTs [9–21] compared FNA and reverse bevel needles in patients with various solid masses or LNs [9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20], solid pancreatic masses [14, 15, 18, 21], or subepithelial lesions [11, 19] (Table S1, online-only Supplementary material). These studies evaluated almost exclusively 22G and 25G needles, and sampling technique in most cases involved the use of stylet and suction. Rapid on-site cytologic evaluation (ROSE) was available in selected studies. One study compared FNA and reverse bevel needles of different diameter (22G FNA vs. 25G reverse-bevel) [16].

Diagnostic accuracy was evaluated in eight of these RCTs; none of them found a significant difference between the needles in the main analysis [10, 12, 14–18, 20]. However, a subgroup analysis in one study suggested that reverse bevel needles, compared with FNA needles of the same diameter, offered a higher accuracy for malignancy in patients with pancreatic masses and a lower accuracy for malignancy in patients with LNs [20]. Another RCT found a higher accuracy of on-site diagnosis on samples obtained with reverse bevel needles, with no difference in the accuracy of final diagnosis [18]. Two meta-analyses did not show significant differences in diagnostic accuracy between FNA and reverse bevel needles, both overall (in patients with various solid masses or LNs) and specifically in patients with solid pancreatic masses (Table S2, online-only Supplementary material) [50, 51]. There were no significant differences in overall complications and technical failure [51].

A cost analysis in a decision tree model found that reverse bevel needles are cost-saving compared to FNA needles over a wide range of cost and outcome probabilities; however, this study used cost variables from the US that might not apply to other countries [13].

Other types of FNB needles

An RCT that compared the 19G reverse bevel needle with the 19G trucut needle in patients with various solid masses and parenchymal liver disease showed advantages of the former in terms of higher diagnostic accuracy for malignancy, higher rate of samples adequate for histologic diagnosis, higher technical success rate of the first pass, and lower rate of crossover to the other needle (Table S3, online-only Supplementary material) [22].

RCTs evaluating other FNB needles, such as the fork-tip needle [63–65, 67–70], Fransen-type needle [66], or through-the-needle biopsy forceps [72], are lacking. Studies in patients with pancreatic masses [63, 67], various pancreatic and
nonpancreatic masses [64, 68, 70], or subepithelial masses [69] suggest that the fork-tip needle may confer advantages over FNA needles in terms of diagnostic accuracy [67] and/or sample adequacy and quality [63, 64, 67–69]; however, these studies are limited by retrospective design [64, 67–70] or small number of evaluated patients [63]. A study in nondoiced cadaveric liver tissue showed that 19G and 22G fork-tip needles provide superior histologic yield, as measured by the number of portal tracts and tissue fragmentation, when compared with 19G FNA or 19G reverse bevel needles [71]. The Fransseen-type needle was evaluated in only a single noncomparative study [66]. Studies evaluating the 20G FNB needle with antegrade core trap are not yet available.

FNA needles with side port
An RCT in patients with pancreatic masses that compared 22G FNA needles with and without a side port did not demonstrate significant differences in diagnostic accuracy for malignancy, or in sample adequacy or quality (Table S4, online-only Supplementary material) [23].

Needle gauge
25G FNA vs. 22G FNA
Eight RCTs compared EUS-FNA with 22G and 25G needles in patients with various solid masses and LNs [24, 25, 27, 28] or with solid pancreatic masses [26, 29–31] (Table S5, online-only Supplementary material). The technique involved the use of stylet and suction.

Only one RCT demonstrated a significantly higher accuracy for the 25G needle [24]; the differences in accuracy observed in the remaining seven studies were nonsignificant [25–31]. No significant differences were found between the needles in terms of sample adequacy and quality. One study found that the 25G needle is easier to manipulate [26]; another found that the 22G needle is superior in terms of needle visibility and technical performance [27]. In one study the adverse event rate was lower with the 25G needle [26]; no adverse events were reported in the remaining seven studies [24, 25, 27–31].

Studies comparing FNA with 25G and 22G needles were subject to four meta-analyses [52–55] that provided conflicting results (Table S6 online-only Supplementary material). The recent meta-analysis by Facciorusso et al. restricted to RCTs (7 studies published in 2009–2016) did not demonstrate significant differences between the needles in terms of sensitivity or specificity for malignancy in patients with solid pancreatic masses [52]. In contrast to this study, Xu et al., who analyzed studies from the same period (7 RCTs and 4 prospective nonrandomized studies), found higher sensitivity for pancreatic malignancy for the 25G needle with no significant difference in specificity [53]. The remaining two meta-analyses were published in 2013, did not analyze recent data, and are limited by significant heterogeneity and inclusion of retrospective studies. The meta-analysis by Madhoun et al. (4 RCTs, 1 prospective and 3 retrospective studies published in 2009–2011) showed that the 25G needle was associated with higher sensitivity but similar specificity compared with the 22G needle [54]. However, when the retrospective study by Yusuf et al. [73], including 842 patients and markedly larger than the remaining evaluated studies, was removed from the analysis, the difference in sensitivity missed statistical significance. It was also nonsignificant when only prospective studies were analyzed. The meta-analysis by Affolter et al. (4 RCTs and 3 retrospective studies published in 2005–2011, including two studies in patients with pancreatic and nonpancreatic masses) did not find significant difference in accuracy between the needles [55].

Conclusions from the discussed meta-analyses on outcomes other than diagnostic accuracy are limited. Low numbers of adverse events precluded safety analysis. Madhoun et al. did not find significant differences in needle malfunction rates [54]. A trend toward higher sample adequacy for the 25G needle shown by Affolter et al. [55] was not confirmed by Facciorusso et al. [52]. In addition, the sample adequacy analysis in the former study was based on heterogeneous data on various outcomes such as diagnostic yield, adequacy, or technical success rates that were inconsistently defined in the source studies.

25G vs. 22G reverse bevel needles
An RCT in patients with solid pancreatic masses did not find significant differences between 25G and 22G reverse bevel needles in terms of accuracy for malignancy and in sample adequacy and quality (Table S7, online-only Supplementary material) [32].

19G vs. thinner needles
19G needles are used primarily to obtain samples with preserved tissue architecture adequate for histologic evaluation. These needles, as shown both in benchtop and clinical studies, are stiffer and more difficult to operate as compared to thinner needles, especially when sampling is performed with the scope in an angulated position, for example from the duodenum [33, 74, 75]. A 19G FNA needle made out of nitinol was shown to offer mechanical performance advantages in benchtop testing [75], but clinical evidence is limited and no comparative data are available [76].

Studies comparing 19G needles and thinner needles are scarce [33]. An RCT that compared EUS-FNA with 19G and 22G needles in patients with solid pancreatic masses did not demonstrate a significant difference in accuracy; however, a secondary analysis limited to technically successful cases found significantly higher accuracy for the 19G needle. This advantage, however, was offset by a higher technical failure rate of the 19G needle in pancreatic head masses. No clinically significant adverse events were reported (Table S8, online-only Supplementary material). A nonrandomized, prospective comparison of 19G and 22G needles in patients with mediastinal masses and lymph nodes did not show significant differences between the needles in the rate of diagnostic samples and in diagnostic accuracy [77]. The only RCT that compared the nitinol 19G and 25G FNA needles in patients with solid pancreatic masses was retracted from publication [78, 79].

Both 19G FNA and 19G reverse bevel needles have been evaluated in a number of noncomparative studies in patients with various solid masses [76, 80–83], LNs [84], or subepithelial masses [85]. Sampling was technically feasible in 98%–100%
of cases; however, patients were highly selected and sampling was performed transduodenally only in a small percentage of cases (5%–32%). Core tissue samples adequate for histologic evaluation, including immunostaining when indicated, were obtained at a rate of 89%–100% when calculated per procedure [80, 81, 84, 85] or 79%–94% per single needle pass [81, 82]. With the use of the nitinol 19G FNA needle, core tissue samples adequate for histologic examination were obtained in 94% of patients despite the fact that most lesions (89%) were sampled transduodenally [76]. These data suggest that when sampling with the 19G needle is technically feasible, specimens adequate for histologic evaluation can be obtained in >90% of cases. This figure is higher when indirectly compared to the rate at which histologic samples were obtained with the 22G reverse bevel needle (69%–83% per procedure and 69–81% per single pass) [12, 15, 19, 20, 32, 86, 87] or the 25G reverse bevel needle (32%–88% per procedure and 12%–69% per single pass) [14, 32, 88]. In a series of patients with small (<2 cm) pancreatic lesions, core tissue specimens were obtained in 53% of cases using the 22G reverse bevel needle [89]. Good results – histologic samples obtained in 68%–98% of cases – have also been reported in several retrospective studies evaluating 22G FNA needles [90]; however, as discussed earlier, direct randomized comparisons suggest that 22G reverse bevel needles provide tissue of better histologic quality than FNA needles of the same gauge. It has to be emphasized that, in the studies under discussion, the definition of a "core tissue sample" or "sample adequate for histologic evaluation" has not been standardized.

Rationale for recommendations

There is high quality evidence from numerous RCTs and two meta-analyses that reverse bevel needles and FNA needles of the same gauge do not differ significantly in terms of diagnostic accuracy for malignancy. The discussed RCTs were not primarily designed to compare safety; however, adverse events occurred very rarely, with most studies reporting zero rates, and there is no evidence for differences in safety profiles of both types of needle. The panel recognized that selected studies have shown some advantages of reverse bevel needles over FNA needles, including higher quality of histologic specimens procured with the former and a lower number of needle passes required to obtain a diagnostic sample; however, the clinical significance of these advantages for the patient remain uncertain. It is also uncertain whether these advantages offset the higher cost of the reverse bevel needle. Therefore, the panel decided not to recommend the reverse bevel needles over FNA needles. No specific recommendations can yet be given about other types of FNB needles because of insufficient evidence.

All but one of the eight available RCTs failed to demonstrate significant differences between 25G and 22G FNA needles in diagnostic accuracy for malignancy; the results of four meta-analyses available on this topic are conflicting. There is consistent evidence that the cytologic quality of samples obtained with 25G FNA and 22G FNA needles is similar. No convincing advantages of 25G vs. 22G needle or vice versa in terms of their technical performance, ease of use, or safety profile have been demonstrated. All this probably holds true for the comparison of 25G vs. 22G reverse bevel needles, although evidence here is limited. In light of these data the panel decided to equally recommend the 25G and 22G needles for use in routine sampling of pancreatic masses, other solid masses, and LNs.

There is a growing interest in obtaining histologic rather than cytologic samples from pancreatic masses, subepithelial tumors, and other target lesions [2]. Although larger-caliber needles may provide better specimens for this purpose when compared to thinner needles, the use of the former is limited by their stiffness, especially when sampling is performed from the duodenum. To overcome this problem, flexible nitinol 19G needles have been designed. Another option is to use thinner, 22G (or 25G) needles of special design to procure histologic specimens (FNB needles). Studies comparing these approaches are lacking, and there is only low quality, indirect evidence to suggest that when the priority is to obtain a core tissue sample, and sampling with a 19G needle is feasible, these needles should be preferred over thinner needles. Because various types of 19G needles (standard FNA, nitinol FNA, and FNB) have not been directly compared, there is not enough evidence to recommend one type over another. When sampling with a 19G needle is not technically feasible, there is low quality evidence to suggest that a 22G reverse bevel needle should be used rather than a 22G FNA needle or a 25G needle. Because of the lack of evidence no recommendation can be given at present on FNB needles other than the reverse bevel needle.

The use of suction

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends using 10-mL syringe suction for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with 25G or 22G FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and other types of needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests neutralizing residual negative pressure in the needle before withdrawing the needle from the target lesion (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

Summary of evidence

**Standard suction**

The impact of negative pressure, applied with a 10- or 20-mL suction syringe connected to the needle, on the results of EUS-guided sampling was evaluated in four RCTs (Table S9, online only Supplementary material) [34–37]. These studies predominantly used 22G FNA needles. Three RCTs (two in patients with pancreatic masses [34, 35] and one in patients with various mediastinal and abdominal lesions [36]) showed that 10-mL suction improves sensitivity [34–36] and accuracy [34,
35] for malignancy compared to no suction. One of these studies also showed that 20-ml suction is superior to 10-ml suction [34]. In contrast, in an RCT in patients with mediastinal or abdominal lymphadenopathy using suction did not influence the probability of obtaining a correct diagnosis [37]. Suction increases the rate of procuring diagnostic samples and the sample cellularity. It may also increase sample bloodiness; however, this fact does not appear to affect the diagnostic performance [34 – 37].

**High negative pressure**

Using high negative pressure (50-ml vacuum syringe) rather than standard suction (10-ml) during EUS-FNA of pancreatic masses did not improve accuracy for malignancy in an RCT that evaluated 25G needles. Samples obtained with high negative pressure were more likely to be adequate for histologic diagnosis and contained more blood. There was no difference in sample contamination by gastrointestinal tract cells and quality. The impact on diagnostic accuracy was not evaluated (Table S9, online-only Supplementary material) [38].

**“Wet suction”**

The “wet suction” technique was developed to enhance tissue acquisition by applying principles of fluid dynamics to aspiration technique [91]. The wet technique involves pre-flushing the needle with saline to replace the column of air with liquid which is less compressible than gas and better transmits to the needle tip the negative pressure applied to the proximal port of the needle [39, 91]. In an RCT that compared the wet technique vs. standard suction FNA in patients with various solid masses and LNs, the wet suction technique improved sample adequacy and quality. The impact on diagnostic accuracy was not evaluated (Table S9, online-only Supplementary material) [39].

**“Stylet slow-pull”**

It has been suggested that slow removal of the stylet during sampling creates minimal negative pressure within the needle that enhances sampling. This technique, referred to as “stylet slow-pull” has not been standardized as to the speed of stylet removal, and the suction force it generates is estimated at only 5% of the force generated with the standard suction method [92]. Retrospective studies suggested advantages over standard suction [93, 94]; however, a nonrandomized prospective study [95] and an RCT (available only in abstract form) [96] did not show significant differences between standard suction and stylet slow-pull techniques in terms of diagnostic accuracy.

**Eliminating the residual negative pressure**

A benchtop study showed that despite closing of the stopcock of the suction syringe, negative pressure persists in the needle. This residual pressure can be neutralized by disconnecting the syringe stopcock from the needle port before withdrawing the needle from the target lesion [40]. In an RCT in patients with pancreatic masses, this method was shown to decrease sample contamination with gastrointestinal tract cells and to increase sensitivity for malignancy (Table S9, online-only Supplementary material) [40].

**Impact of suction on FNB results**

The impact of suction on FNB results has not been evaluated in RCTs and it remains uncertain whether the results from studies using FNA needles discussed above can be extrapolated to sampling with FNB needles. Most studies that evaluated the reverse bevel needle used 10-ml suction [12, 15, 17, 18, 20 – 22, 32, 81, 83, 86] or the stylet slow-pull technique [14, 16, 19, 88]. In a benchtop study using chicken tenderloin and liver, the amount of tissue obtained with the 22G reverse bevel needle depended on the suction applied to the needle. Sampling using suction (10-ml) procured significantly more tissue than sampling using the stylet slow-pull method and sampling without suction; stylet slow-pull was more effective than no suction [97]. In contrast, in a retrospective study that used the 22G reverse bevel needle in patients with solid pancreatic masses, the stylet slow-pull technique provided samples of superior cellularity (higher proportion of tumor cells and more tissue microfragments) than the standard suction technique. Better sample quality, however, did not translate into a higher rate of diagnostic samples [98]. The effect of suction on results of sampling with fork-tip or Franseen-type needles has not been evaluated. Studies that assessed these needles used various approaches, including no suction [65, 66], stylet slow-pull technique [65, 67, 69], or syringe suction [67, 70].

**Rationale for recommendations**

Results of three RCTs indicate that using 10 mL of suction during sampling with 22G or 25G FNA needles improves accuracy and/or sensitivity for malignancy when compared to the no-suction technique. The evidence in favor of suction is strongest for 22G FNA needles in the setting of pancreatic masses and it is less clear for other target lesions, especially LNs, and for sampling with 25G FNA needles. Comparative studies to specifically evaluate the effect of suction on sampling with 19G FNA needles are lacking; however, suction was used in most studies that evaluated these needles. The same holds true for the reverse bevel needles. Although the evidence on the effect of using suction is limited in some areas, there are also no perceivable risks or disadvantages of this technique. Increased sample bloodiness shown in some studies does not appear to affect diagnostic performance and as a result does not constitute a significant problem. Therefore, the panel decided to recommend using suction for all indications and all needle gauges and types.

Neutralizing residual negative pressure in the needle before withdrawing the needle from the target lesion was shown to improve sensitivity for malignancy. Although the mechanism behind this effect remains uncertain and the evidence is limited to a single RCT, the panel decided to recommend this simple maneuver, because it is not associated with any inconvenience or burden.

There is limited evidence that suction applied with a 20-ml or 50-ml syringe or using the wet suction technique may confer some advantages over standard suction with a 10-ml syringe. These techniques can be considered, especially if the standard suction technique fails to obtain an adequate sample, but confirmatory data from other studies are needed before they can
be recommended for routine use. There is not enough evidence to recommend for or against using the stylet slow-pull technique.

Needle stylet

RECOMMENDATION
ESGE does not recommend for or against using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses and LNs with FNA needles (high quality evidence, strong recommendation) and suggests using the needle stylet for EUS-guided sampling with FNB needles (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

Summary of evidence

The effect of using a needle stylet during EUS-FNA was evaluated in four RCTs [41–44] (TableS10, online-only Supplementary material), one prospective nonrandomized crossover study [99], and two retrospective studies [100, 101]. These studies included patients with solid lesions (predominantly pancreatic masses) and LNs, and evaluated outcomes related to specimen quality such as sample adequacy, cellularity, gastrointestinal cell contamination, and bloodiness. With minor and insignificant exceptions sampling technique involved using 22G needles, suction, and ROSE; 25G needles were used in only 23 patients in one study [43].

None of the individual studies or their meta-analysis [56] showed any advantages of using the stylet. On the contrary, differences in secondary outcome measures favoring not using the stylet were shown in one study, including a higher rate of sample adequacy and lower rate of bloody samples [99]. The significance of these findings is uncertain because the remaining studies [41, 43, 44, 100, 101] and the meta-analysis [56] did not show advantages of stylet-free technique. The stylet is also used to express the aspirate from the needle; however, this method offered no advantage in terms of specimen quality when compared to flushing the needle with air in a slow controlled manner. In fact, sample bloodiness was higher when samples were expressed by reinserting the stylet [35] (TableS10, online-only Supplementary material).

The impact of the needle stylet on FNB results has not been evaluated in RCTs and it remains uncertain whether the results from studies using FNA needles discussed above can be extrapolated to sampling with FNB needles. Most studies that evaluated the reverse bevel needle used the stylet [12, 14–20, 22, 81, 83, 86]. Data on stylet-free sampling with this needle are evaluated in four RCTs [41–44] (TableS10, online-only Supplementary material), and one prospective nonrandomized crossover study [99], and two retrospective studies [100, 101]. These studies included patients with solid lesions (predominantly pancreatic masses) and LNs, and evaluated outcomes related to specimen quality such as sample adequacy, cellularity, gastrointestinal cell contamination, and bloodiness. With minor and insignificant exceptions sampling technique involved using 22G needles, suction, and ROSE; 25G needles were used in only 23 patients in one study [43].

None of the individual studies or their meta-analysis [56] showed any advantages of using the stylet. On the contrary, differences in secondary outcome measures favoring not using the stylet were shown in one study, including a higher rate of sample adequacy and lower rate of bloody samples [99]. The significance of these findings is uncertain because the remaining studies [41, 43, 44, 100, 101] and the meta-analysis [56] did not show advantages of stylet-free technique. The stylet is also used to express the aspirate from the needle; however, this method offered no advantage in terms of specimen quality when compared to flushing the needle with air in a slow controlled manner. In fact, sample bloodiness was higher when samples were expressed by reinserting the stylet [35] (TableS10, online-only Supplementary material).

The impact of the needle stylet on FNB results has not been evaluated in RCTs and it remains uncertain whether the results from studies using FNA needles discussed above can be extrapolated to sampling with FNB needles. Most studies that evaluated the reverse bevel needle used the stylet [12, 14–20, 22, 81, 83, 86]. Data on stylet-free sampling with this needle are very limited and do not allow for any comparison [21, 83]. Studies evaluating the fork-tip needle used the stylet [63, 65, 69] or failed to mention whether or not it was used [64, 67, 68, 70]. In the only study evaluating the Franseen-type needle, the stylet was used only during the first needle pass [66].

Rationale for recommendations

Potential advantages of using the stylet, such as preventing clogging of the needle and contamination of the sample with gastrointestinal cells, or easier and controlled expressing of the sample from the needle, have not been proven and there is high quality evidence that sampling using 22G FNA needles with or without the stylet provides samples of similar quality and adequacy. On the other hand, potential disadvantages, such as the risk of needlestick injury during stylet manipulation, increased procedure time, and decreased needle flexibility have not been evaluated and their significance remains uncertain. In this situation, the panel decided not to recommend for or against using the stylet for sampling with FNA needles, leaving this to the discretion of the endosonographer. Despite lack of comparative evidence the panel suggested using the stylet for sampling with FNB needles because only limited data exist on stylet-free technique in this setting.

Targeting specific parts of the lesion

RECOMMENDATION
ESGE suggests fanning the needle throughout the lesion when sampling solid masses and LNs (moderate quality evidence, weak recommendation).

Summary of evidence

Sampling from the periphery vs. central part of the lesion

In an RCT in patients with suspected malignant LNs, aspiration from the edge of the LN, compared with the center, did not increase the likelihood of a correct diagnosis (TableS11, online-only Supplementary material) [37].

Fanning vs. standard targeting technique

In an RCT in patients with pancreatic masses, use of a fanning technique, compared to the standard targeting technique, decreased the number of needle passes required to establish the diagnosis and increased the proportion of patients in whom an on-site diagnosis was achieved on the first pass. The difference in accuracy for malignancy in favor of the fanning technique only narrowly missed statistical significance (TableS11, online-only Supplementary material) [46]. In this RCT the fanning technique involved positioning the needle at four different areas within the mass and performing four back-and-forth movements in each of them to procure tissue (4 × 4). The standard targeting technique involved positioning the needle at one location within the mass and performing 16 back-and-forth movements to procure tissue (1 × 16) [46].

Contrast harmonic EUS-guided sampling

Contrast harmonic EUS can be used to guide sampling by distinguishing viable, enhancing tumor tissue from nonenhancing necrotic areas; however, in a small RCT in patients with pancreatic masses this technique did not improve sample adequacy, sensitivity, and accuracy for malignancy when compared to
sampling under conventional EUS guidance. (Table S11, online-only Supplementary material) [45]. A prospective, non-randomized study [102] and a retrospective study [103] in patients with a pancreatic mass also failed to show significant advantages of using contrast harmonic EUS guidance.

Rationale for recommendations

Fanning the needle allows for targeting multiple areas within the mass during each needle pass and hence reduces the chance of sampling error. The technique is not associated with an additional risk or cost. Therefore the panel recommended its use, although the evidence is limited to one RCT in patients with pancreatic masses that showed advantages of fanning in terms of sample adequacy but failed to show a significant impact on diagnostic accuracy. Because of insufficient evidence, the panel did not give a recommendation on contrast harmonic EUS-guided sampling.

On-site cytologic evaluation

RECOMMENDATION

ESGE equally recommends EUS-guided sampling with or without on-site cytologic evaluation (moderate quality evidence, strong recommendation).

Summary of evidence

The effects of ROSE on FNA results were evaluated in two RCTs in patients with solid pancreatic masses (Table S12, online-only Supplementary material) [47,48]. In both studies a fixed number of seven needle passes was performed in patients randomized to FNA without ROSE and this number was significantly higher compared to the number of passes directed by the on-site cytopathologist. Other outcome measures, including diagnostic accuracy [47,48] and sample adequacy and quality [47] did not differ between these two approaches. The lower number of needle passes in the on-site directed approach did not translate into lower number of adverse events or shorter procedural time [47]. A post hoc analysis of one of these RCTs did not find significant differences in cumulative sensitivity for malignancy after each subsequent needle pass between groups with and without ROSE [104]. On-site evaluation did not reduce the cost of EUS-guided sampling and in fact may increase it [47,48]. The results of four meta-analyses of mostly observational studies in patients with pancreatic masses are conflicting. Two of them found improvement in EUS-FNA adequacy rates [58] and diagnostic accuracy [57] associated with the use of ROSE. The remaining two failed to confirm these advantages [59,60].

According to a recent survey on practice patterns in EUS-guided sampling, ROSE was available to 48% of responders from Europe, 55% of responders from Asia and almost all responders (98%) from the US [105]. The barriers to implementing this service include limited pathology staffing, costs, additional procedure time, and non-belief in its additional value [105].

Rationale for recommendations

ROSE is unavailable in about half of the EUS centers in Europe. The Guideline panel recognized that selected observational studies have shown advantages of ROSE, including increased diagnostic yield and decreased need for repeat sampling; however, evidence from two recent RCTs indicate that ROSE does not improve results of EUS-guided sampling, and the results of four meta-analyses on this topic are conflicting. Therefore, the panel did not find sufficient reasons to recommend that centers not using ROSE should change their practice.

Number of needle passes in the absence of on-site evaluation

Table S13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When on-site cytologic evaluation is unavailable, ESGE suggests performance of three to four needle passes with an FNA needle or two to three passes with an FNB needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of evidence

Per-pass analyses of data from recent prospective studies in patients with pancreatic masses showed that three to four passes with an FNA needle or two to three passes with the reverse bevel needle are sufficient to achieve high rates of diagnostic specimens and high sensitivity for malignancy, both exceeding 90% (Table S13, online-only Supplementary material) [15,18,21,46,88,104]. A lower number of passes was associated with sub-optimal performance. On the other hand, increasing the number of passes beyond four (FNA) or three (reverse bevel needle) did not improve or only marginally improved the results [18,88,104]. For tumors ≤2 cm in size, the cumulative sensitivity after four FNA passes was significantly lower than for tumors >2 cm; however, also in the setting of smaller tumors, increasing the number of passes beyond four only marginally improved the sensitivity (Table S13, online-only Supplementary material) [104]. Per-pass analysis in patients with lymphadenopathy found that sensitivity for malignancy reaches 100% after three passes with an FNA needle [37]. Per-pass analyses for target lesions other than pancreatic masses or lymph nodes are missing.

Methods of gross visual (macroscopic) inspection of the specimen obtained during EUS-guided sampling, to determine its adequacy for cytologic or histologic evaluation, have not been standardized and the evidence on their usefulness to guide the number of needle passes is limited and conflicting. A recent prospective study evaluating specimens obtained with a 19G FNA needle found that the presence of a macroscopically visible core of ≥4 mm in length accurately estimated the presence of a histologic core and was associated with significantly higher diagnostic performance in the histologic and cytologic evaluations [82]. Studies using 22G or 25G needles failed to show efficacy of macroscopic evaluation [88,106].
Rationale for recommendations

Previous ESGE guidelines recommended performing three needle passes for lymph nodes and liver lesions and at least five passes for solid pancreatic masses [1]. These recommendations were based on limited evidence from older studies. More robust evidence from recent studies indicates that two to three passes with the reverse bevel needle or three to four passes with the FNA needle are an adequate approach in patients with solid pancreatic masses. There is not sufficient evidence to recommend that these numbers should be different for other target lesions. Although selected studies, in which a single pass with the reverse bevel needle or two passes with the FNA needle were performed, reported good results [17, 25, 29], the Guideline panel found this evidence insufficient to recommend a number of passes lower than indicated above. Because of the lack of robust evidence on the efficacy of macroscopic visual inspection of the specimen to guide the number of needle passes, no recommendation is given on this topic.

Sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions

**RECOMMENDATION**
For diagnostic sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions without a solid component, ESGE suggests emptying the cyst with a single pass of a 22G or 19G needle (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

**RECOMMENDATION**
For pancreatic cystic lesions with a solid component, ESGE suggests sampling of the solid component using the same technique as in the case of other solid lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

Summary of evidence

The role of EUS-guided sampling in pancreatic cystic lesions has been evaluated in numerous studies; however, most of them focused on various aspects of cyst fluid analysis rather than on the sampling technique itself [107–110]. In most centers the technique involves the use of 19G or 22G FNA needles and an attempt to empty the cyst as much as possible with a single needle pass, in order to maximize diagnostic yield and minimize the risk of infection [105]. This approach, based on expert opinion, has never been adequately evaluated, and its effectiveness remains unproven. The risk of adverse events in studies in which multiple needle passes were performed was similar to that in studies in which a single-pass technique was used (2.17% [95% CI 1.21%–3.40%] and 3.45% [95% CI 1.41%–6.33%], respectively) [111]. Failure to aspirate the fluid with a 22G needle because of fluid viscosity has been reported in up to 20% of patients evaluated in consecutive case series [112, 113]. More than one needle pass into a cyst without a solid component did not result in a significantly higher rate of samples adequate for cytologic diagnosis when compared to a single pass (50% vs. 29%; P = 0.08) [114].

Targeted cyst wall puncture after aspiration of cyst fluid was shown to provide a specimen adequate for cytologic or histologic diagnosis in 65%–81% of cases, and to offer an additional incremental diagnostic yield for mucinous cyst of 29%–37% over cyst fluid analysis/cytology alone [112, 113, 115]. Non-severe adverse events were observed in 1.5%–4.5% of cases. These results were obtained with 22G FNA [113, 115] or 22G reverse bevel needles [112], and data for other needle gauges are lacking. The role of this technique for diagnosis of malignant cyst has not been established because of the low number of reported cases.

When a cystic lesion contains a solid component, samples from the solid part are more often adequate for diagnosis than fluid aspirates [112, 114]. The rate of samples adequate for cytologic diagnosis increased significantly from 44% with one needle pass to 78% with more than one pass (P = 0.016) [114].

Experience with through-the-needle forceps biopsy of the cyst wall or mural nodules is limited to case reports and small pilot series and this technique remains investigational [72, 116, 17].

Rationale for recommendations

There are no RCTs or nonrandomized comparative studies evaluating the technical aspects of sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions. Consequently, the evidence available on this topic is limited and of low quality. Despite these limitations, the Guideline panel decided to suggest using the sampling technique widely employed at many centers that involves emptying the cyst with a single pass of a 19G or 22G needle. 19G needles are preferred for large cysts and for cysts filled with presumably thick or viscous fluid, although no evidence-based criteria for cyst size and appearance can be given. Because of limited evidence on the efficacy and safety of targeted cyst wall puncture, the panel did not recommend routine implementation of this technique. Solid parts of the cystic lesions should be sampled using techniques recommended for solid pancreatic masses; however, it has to be noted that the term “solid component” is not well defined and may overlap in some studies with “mural nodule” or “thickened cyst wall.” There is insufficient evidence to issue a recommendation on through-the-needle forceps biopsy of the cyst wall.

Safety of EUS-guided sampling

Patients on antithrombotic therapy

Issues related to the management of patients on antithrombotic therapy undergoing EUS-guided sampling are covered in the Guideline recently issued by ESGE and the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) [118]. Readers are referred to this document for detailed information. Briefly, the ESGE/BSG
Guideline classifies EUS-guided sampling as a high risk procedure and recommends against sampling in patients on P2Y12 receptor antagonists or oral anticoagulants including vitamin K antagonists and direct oral anticoagulants. If sampling is indicated, these medications should be temporarily discontinued for an appropriate drug-specific interval. The need for bridge therapy with low molecular weight heparin or switching to acetylsalicylic acid should be determined on the basis of the underlying indication for antithrombotic therapy and the risk for thromboembolic events. EUS-guided sampling can be performed in patients on low dose acetylsalicylic acid therapy.

Antibiotic prophylaxis

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE does not recommend antibiotic prophylaxis for EUS-guided sampling of solid masses or LNs (low quality evidence, strong recommendation).

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests antibiotic prophylaxis with fluoroquinolones or beta-lactam antibiotics for EUS-guided sampling of cystic lesions (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

**Summary of evidence**

Infectious adverse events related to EUS-guided sampling of solid lesions performed through the wall of the upper gastrointestinal tract are very rare [1, 119, 120]. No studies systematically evaluated antibiotic prophylaxis in this setting. The incidence of infectious adverse events following lower gastrointestinal tract EUS-FNA in a large prospective study was about 1% and did not differ between patients who had or had not received antibiotic prophylaxis administered at the discretion of the endoscopist [121].

Prophylaxis with fluoroquinolones or beta-lactam antibiotics was routinely used in the majority of studies on sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions; however, the effectiveness of this preventive measure has never been proven [111, 122]. The optimal choice of drug and dosage regimen has not been adequately studied. Most studies used an initial intravenous dose followed by oral administration for 3–5 days; however, there is limited evidence from two noncomparative studies that a single intravenous dose may be sufficient [123, 124].

**Rationale for recommendations**

Antibiotic prophylaxis is commonly used for EUS-guided sampling of pancreatic cystic lesions (and cystic lesions in other locations); however, this approach is based on long-standing clinical practice and very limited evidence. On the other hand there is not sufficient evidence to recommend against prophylaxis and in this situation the Guideline panel conservatively decided to uphold its previous recommendation for prophylaxis. There is no evidence to recommend prophylaxis for sampling of solid masses or LNs.

Specimen processing

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that evaluation of tissue obtained by EUS-guided sampling should include histologic preparations (e.g., cell blocks and/or formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue fragments) and not be limited to smear cytology (low quality evidence, weak recommendation).

**Methods of specimen processing**

Samples obtained by EUS-guided sampling may contain free cells, cell groups, and macroscopically visible tissue fragments, together with blood clots which themselves may contain all of the aforementioned. Samples may be processed for cytology or histology. In classical terms, cytology is the study and diagnosis of cells, received in liquid or on prepared slides. Larger tissue fragments including large groups of cells and stroma are not easily interpretable in a cytologic preparation because they are too thick and are usually ignored. Histology is the study and diagnosis of pieces of tissue, usually fixed in formalin and processed in a paraffin wax block. This is suitable for large fragments including stroma, but with routine processing, loose cells and small groups of cells are likely to be lost.

Once the sample is obtained it can be used to prepare direct smears and/or submitted to the laboratory in liquid. Direct smears are prepared in the endoscopy suite by extruding the needle content onto a glass slide and spreading the material in an evenly thin way. Smears may be allowed to dry or be fixed immediately by spray fixation or immersion into 95% alcohol. Unfixed smears are a potential biohazard and should be handled accordingly. For the preparation of a liquid sample the material is expressed into a liquid that could be saline, cell culture medium, or a fixative. If a fixative is not used, the sample should be rapidly transported to the laboratory and prepared. Although keeping the sample cool in a fridge will delay cellular degeneration, for optimal results delays should be minimized.

Popular fixatives include alcohol and proprietary alcohol-based fixatives. These fixatives ensure good preservation and allow for more time to reach the laboratory. It also means that the material is available for further studies. Formalin may also be used but is not considered optimal for cytological purposes. However, it has the advantage of being the usual fixative for histologic and the fixative for which further immunohistochemistry is optimized. Liquid samples may be used for direct smear preparations or spun down to concentrate the material. This may be done either by a cytospin technique, or by using a proprietary liquid-based cytology machine (thin-layer liquid-based cytology). Liquid samples also allow for the making of a cell block. This is constructed by taking all or part of the spun down deposit from the liquid sample, forming a hardened structure by one of several different methods and putting it...
into a paraffin wax block. The material is then processed as a normal histologic specimen, cut and stained. The material is also then available for further ancillary tests if required, and also preserved for future studies.

Methods for collecting tissue fragments for histologic examination include expelling the specimen directly into a fixative, or onto a glass slide or into saline and picking up tissue fragments to immerse them into a fixative. Tumor tissue is usually whitish; however, red coagula may also contain tumor tissue. Collecting tissue fragments for histology does not seem to interfere with further cytologic evaluation of the remaining specimen. A liquid sample may also contain clearly visible tissue fragments or clots that may be removed in the laboratory from the liquid and processed separately in a conventional paraffin block.

Summary of evidence

Handling and processing of the specimens obtained by EUS-guided sampling have not been standardized and vary considerably between centers [105]. They may also vary depending on the target lesions being sampled and whether or not ROSE is used. According to a recent international survey, 65% of the responding endosonographers prepare direct cytology smears. Proprietary fixatives, alcohol or saline are used for liquid-based cytology. Formalin is mostly used to preserve FNB or histologic tissue specimens. In order to increase diagnostic yield, most respondents (>70%) also prepare and analyze tissue cores after FNA or cytologic material after FNB [105].

Methods used for specimen processing were compared in several, mostly observational studies in patients with pancreatic masses [49,125–134], subepithelial masses [133], or LNs [37,128,133,135] (Table S14, online-only Supplementary material). These studies predominantly used 22G FNA needles. Comparison was made by: (i) splitting the sample and processing separately by different methods; (ii) using different samples collected from the same lesion and processed differently; or (iii) by indirectly comparing results obtained with different methods in different patients and time periods. All these methods have inherent limitations.

Cell block preparation was shown to be superior to direct smear cytology [125,129,135] or liquid-based cytology [125] in terms of sensitivity [125,129,135], accuracy [125,129,135], and negative predictive value [125,129] for malignancy. Combination of direct smears and cell block preparation was shown to be superior to smears alone [131,132]. Two studies did not find significant differences between the cell block preparation and the direct smear methods [37,127]. The technical details of cell block preparation substantially varied between the studies.

Direct comparisons of direct smear cytology and thin-layer liquid-based cytology, including one crossover RCT [49], showed the former technique to be more sensitive [49,125,130], more accurate [49,125,128], and to have a higher negative predictive value [49,125] for malignancy in patients with pancreatic masses or suspected LNs. The combination of liquid-based and direct smear cytology was not superior to direct smear cytology alone [49].

Combined cytologic and histologic evaluation was shown to have higher sensitivity [134] or accuracy [133] when compared to either cytologic or histologic evaluation alone.

Rationale for recommendations

Evidence from nonrandomized studies indicates that acquisition of tissue for cell blocks increases the diagnostic accuracy of EUS-guided sampling. Preparation and evaluation of cell blocks is a routine approach in many EUS centers. Core tissue specimens and tissue fragments isolated from the samples are increasingly often processed as formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded histologic specimens. The driver behind this is not only to improve the diagnostic accuracy for malignancy, but the increasing requirement to have material available for ancillary studies, especially immunohistochemistry. Although immunohistochemical examination may be done on smears or liquid material, in most laboratories the methods are primarily set up and antibodies validated for use in paraffin-embedded material. Further, in some areas there is also a growing requirement for molecular testing, and having paraffin-embedded cell block or core tissue specimens ensures that material is preserved for this purpose as well. The evidence in this field is limited; however, the panel felt that there is a potentially big advantage to getting histologic material, through preparing cell blocks and/or extracting visible tissue fragments, and recommended this approach for routine use. Because the methods of specimen handling and processing have not been standardized and vary across centers, close cooperation between the endosonographer, the pathologist, and the pathology laboratory is essential to ensure that all diagnostic material is salvaged and processed in the most efficient way, both for diagnosis and other requirements.

Disclaimer

ESGE guidelines represent a consensus of best practice based on the available evidence at the time of preparation. They may not apply in all situations and should be interpreted in the light of specific clinical situations and resource availability. Further controlled clinical studies may be needed to clarify aspects of the statements, and revision may be necessary as new data appear. Clinical consideration may justify a course of action at variance to these recommendations. ESGE guidelines are intended to be an educational device to provide information that may assist endoscopists in providing care to patients. They are not rules and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care or as encouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment.
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